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Goal: protect and conserve half the earth, and make it into safe land where animals and
plants can thrive.
Why: As we learned in challenges such as biodiversity and soil, our world was not designed
to thrive the way we are treating it. By losing our connection with the land, we are cruelly
exploiting it. Our unsustainable practices, such as industrial, homogenized agriculture
that devastates land and species, need to stop. When we take away the natural bounty we
have(ie. Forests, grasslands, oceans) in favor of industrializing it, we are doing ourselves
and the planet many great disservices. Some of the main ones include:
1. Loss of species. We are facing the 6th mass extinction in all of history- and this one
was caused by human activity. By mercilessly exploiting animals and taking away
their natural habitats, we have driven millions of species, both flora and fauna, to
extinction. Biodiversity is essential to a happy life- it can help us prevent and adapt
to climate change, something we desperately need. Different plant species can cure
all numbers of ailments- or they could have, if they weren’t extinct. The oceans,
one of the biggest sources of food, are acidified and overfished- in a few short
decades, we might not have any fish left at all, leading to a massive food shortage.
Diverse strains of plants adapt to disease and natural disasters much better than
homogeneous ones, providing a more stable food source. And even if these issues
were not happening, it is still deeply unethical to play god and rid the planet of
millions of innocent lives for our own selfish gains.

2. Soil. Healthy soil can grow hardier plants and suck up a lot of carbon dioxide. One
of the major carbon sinks is the soil- when our agricultural practices haven’t made
it unable to absorb it. If half of the land on earth reverted to natural land, the
soil would be much healthier and would be able to absorb a lot more carbon than it
does now- which is a huge area of concern for us. Healthy soil could potentially be
the key to getting our carbon dioxide levels back down to safer levels.
3. Trees. Guess what? Trees absorb carbon dioxide! Wow. Who knew. Trees help keep safe
levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and absorb the amount that could make
it unsafe- this is incredibly important in preventing climate change. If we
reforested significant amounts of land on earth, we would be vastly increasing
our potential carbon sink. This is incredibly significant because we cannot solve
our climate change problem simply by stopping emitting greenhouse gases- there is
too much already in the atmosphere and too much committed warming for that to
be sufficient. We need ways to decrease the amount of carbon in the atmosphereand reforesting could help significantly.
4. The beauty of nature. Nature is not only environmentally wonderful, but also
personally wonderful. I don’t want to live in a world comprised entirely of gray
concrete and cars. I live for my chance to get into nature, to be amidst the trees
and rivers, mountains and glaciers. They are peaceful and beautiful and they make
life worth living- and isn’t that reason enough to save them?

Plan:
1. Spread posters all over campus(Ideally, this would be worldwide, but that seems a
little impractical).
2. Lead free workshops on what people need to know about the movement, and what
they can do to promote conservation.
3. Create a grassroots campaign that focuses on conservation. Use said campaign to a.
Elect environmentally focused candidates, and b. Push bills that increase the
amount of preserved land(think increased national parks, monuments, recreation
areas, etc). Spread grassroots campaign worldwide!
4. Create fundraising campaign to donate money to conservation nonprofits(ie. Half
earth project, nature conservancy, etc.)
5. Fix all of the problems. There are probably a million steps i don’t have, but for the
sake of the challenge let’s say we made it! Woohoo!

Future:
Half of the earth is preserved. There are more forests, grasslands, protected parts of the
ocean, and mountains than ever before. Animals are thriving, no longer on the brink of
extinction. Plant species are more diverse and not homogeneous, making them much
hardier and more adaptable to disease and natural disaster. The oceans have begun to
repopulate. The soil, no longer being overworked by industrial agriculture, is producing
healthier plants and absorbing more carbon than ever before. The trees are doing likewisethey are taking in a huge amount of carbon dioxide. In addition to conservation, the
earth has wised up and now produces almost zero greenhouse gases. The earth has
experienced some unavoidable warming, but not as much as expected. The reintroduction
of many plants has helped prevent some of the negative effects of climate change- for
example, some salt-water forests have helped reduce erosion and made the effects of weather
disasters milder. People are appreciating nature more than they have in a very long timethey have begun to be more in tune with the earth and less concerned with the daily grind.
Our world isn’t perfect- we have already messed it up to much to have zero consequences for
our actions, but we are getting there. Nature is thriving for the first time in a very long
time- and that is something to celebrate.

